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â€” MONETARY THEORY â€” Homework #4: Sticky Prices

where Î² âˆˆ (0,1), Î¸m > 0 and Î½ > 0. Î¸ht is a shock that follows an AR(1) process. The household faces the budget constraint: Bt + Mt + Ptct = Rtâˆ’1Btâˆ’1 + Mtâˆ’1 + ... 
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— MONETARY THEORY — Homework #4: Sticky Prices



The number of * indicates the level of difficulty of the problem.



Exercise 1: Exam 2011 **



The aim of this problem is to study the role of monetary policy



analysis depending on the degree of nominal rigidities in an economy. The economy is comprised of a mass of identical consumers whose preferences are represented by the utility function Et
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where β ∈ (0, 1), θm > 0 and ν > 0. θht is a shock that follows an AR(1) process. The household faces the budget constraint: Bt + Mt + Pt ct = Rt−1 Bt−1 + Mt−1 + Pt wt ht + Πt + Ωt where Πt denotes nominal profits and Ωt is a money transfer from the central bank. 1. Explain the budget constraint and write down the problem of the household. 2. Show that the first order conditions of the consumer’s problem take the form wt exp(θht )hχt = ct Rt − 1 Mt θm ct = Rt Pt 1 1 = βRt Et Pt ct Pt+1 ct+1 Interpret these first order conditions We now assume that firms are not perfectly competitive. More precisely, each firm i ∈ (0, 1) produces a specific good by means of the constant returns to scale technology yt (i) = at ht (i) These goods are then combined to produce the final good that is consumed by the household, according to 1



Z yt =



yt (i) 0
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3. What is the demand function for good i 4. Find the aggregate price level of this economy The firm is now price setter, but sill face a cost every time it will attempt to adjust prices. The firm sets the price so as to maximize profits, but faces price adjustment costs of the form ϕ 2







2 Pt (i) − 1 yt Pt−1 (i)



5. Write the problem of the firm. You will denote by Υt+s , the discount factor of the firm between t and t + s, and by ψt the marginal cost of production of the firm (Hint: You must determine this marginal cost.) 6. Find the optimal price setting decisions of the firm. 7. Show that in a symmetric equilibrium (i.e. when all firms adopt the same behavior in equilibrium) the price setting equation (First order condition of the firm) writes   ct (1 − θ)yt + θψt yt − ϕπt (πt − 1)yt + βϕEt πt+1 (πt+1 − 1)yt+1 = 0 ct+1



8. Show that the log–linear version of the price setting equation writes πbt = κψbt + βEt π bt+1 Give the expression of κ. How does κ vary with the price adjustment cost parameter, ϕ? Why? Discuss this equation. 9. Show that in a flexible price allocation output also responds to the preference shock. Explain. What does it imply for the output gap? 10. Show how this Phillips curve can be rewritten in terms of the output gap. 11. Assume that money, preference and technology shocks follow simple AR(1) processes of the form b at = ρa b at−1 + εa,t θbht = ρθ θbht−1 + εθ,t m b t = ρm m b t−1 + εm,t Find the solution of the model. 2



12. How do output, inflation and the real interest rate react to both shocks? Note: There were additional questions in the exam



Exercise 2: Nominal Price Contracts *



We consider the case of an economy in which firms



set, for sure, their price for 2 consecutive periods (Hence each firm resets it price every other period, keep that in mind for aggregation). You will assume from the start that the demand a firm face takes the form  yt (i) =



Pt (i) Pt



−θ yt



where yt denotes aggregate output, Pt is the aggregate price index that takes the form Z Pt =



1  1−θ



1 1−θ



Pt (i)



di



0



The real marginal cost of the firm is given by st . You will also take for granted that the discount factor of the firm between two periods t and t + τ is Φt,t+τ = β τ PPt+τ t



yt yt+τ



and that steady state



inflation is zero. 1. Write the problem a firm i and find the associated first order condition. 2. Write the aggregate price index in an equilibrium 3. Derive the associated Phillips curve. 4. Explain why, even though it does not take the standard recursive form, its economic content is exactly the same as the usual Phillips curve.
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â€” MONETARY THEORY â€” Homework #3: Imperfect Information 

We consider the case of an economy in which the equilibrium aggregate price, pt, is a function of the price as expected in period t - 1, Et-1pt, and a shock xt.
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â€” MONETARY THEORY â€” Homework #2: The Classical Model 

concave) and Î¨(Â·,Â·) is an aggregator, strictly increasing and concave in its arguments. The household enters the period with money, Mtâˆ’1, and bonds, Btâˆ’1, that ...
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â€” MONETARY POLICY â€” Homework #1: Rational Expectations 

Assume that in period t the agent has access to the following information set: Î© = {xtâˆ’i ... Given that the firm has information given by Î© = {1,s}, formulate the best ...
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Homework 3 

Oct 20, 2010 - where Î t denotes dividends (profits) obtained from firms which the ... (d) Now suppose that the government taxes labor in order to pay for government spending. In ... 2. Consider the following general equilibrium model. Households cho
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Homework 1 

Oct 20, 2010 - Suppose production has the following CES (constant-elasticity of ... 2. Consider a profit maximizing firm that chooses inputs Kt and Lt to ...
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Homework 2 

Macroeconomics I. Homework 2. October 20, 2010. 1. Consider an infinitely-lived household who makes consumption and savings decisions to maxi- mize. âˆž.
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Monetary Theory First Session â€“ Spring Semester 2015 

(Hint: It may be useful to consider extreme cases.) (5 points). Question 7: Show that at the general equilibrium of the economy, we can derive Phillips curve of.
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Homework 3 

Oct 20, 2010 - Solow Model with Investment Specific Technological Change: Suppose that the production ... (c) What is the long run growth rate of output?
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Homework 0 

(Hardware/software interaction) Which of the following instructions should be privileged? ... CountdownEvent can be in two states, nonsignalled and signalled. ... It acts as the CountdownEvent until it reaches zero, but then, it continues to ... (Fil
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TU170 Homework sc 

TOUS DROITS RÉSERVÉS - ALLE RECHTE VORBEHALTEN - ALL RIGHTS RESERVED ... Commissioned by Jim Self for The University of Southern California ...
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Sticky Information - Fabrice Collard .fr 

and they so in a staggered fashion (the so called the Taylor price setting; see Chari .... Note: The series are first HPâ€“filtered and cover the period 1960:1â€“2002:4.
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Case Studies in Financial Modelling: Jim Gatheral Homework 4 

Case Studies in Financial Modelling: Jim Gatheral Homework 4. Internal Politics. Pretend ... Prix Bas) and your boss passes you the following E-mail asking you to draft a (careful) reply quickly: From: The Head of Marketing. To: Your Boss and ...
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Homework 1 - Nicolas Fourrier 

6. Find the real roots by factoring a) 3x2 âˆ’ x âˆ’ 4 = 0 b) âˆ’6x2 + x +12=0 a) (x + 1)(3x âˆ’ 4) b) (âˆ’2x + 3)(3x + 4). 7. Solve the equation by using the quadratic formula.
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Homework 8 - Nicolas Fourrier 

(c) Estimate the size of the population after 20 hours ? (a) Fifteen hours srepresents 5 doubling ... (e) eax = Cebx where a = b. (a) x = âˆše. (b) x = âˆ’ln(5). (c) x = ee.
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4. Classical Theory of Radiation - Exvacuo 

atom consist of positively charged nucleus and an electron that can move relative to the .... Where the spectral density of the emitted radiation is. E(Ï‰) = 1. 2Ï€.
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